
Lift Your Influence



Atlas SEO was conceived in 2020 by long-time friends and
former colleagues Charles Hodge and Lee Tadd, who sought to
create an SEO agency that was built on the principles of
exceptional content and a fully bespoke global outreach
service.

We have grown rapidly since our inception and have expanded
our services into other aspects of digital marketing. This
includes display advertising, social media management, online
reputation management, and video content production.

WHO ARE WE?

Atlas SEO’s professional relationships exceed all expectations.
Cultivating genuine connections with our clients is at the heart of
everything we do - from fully tailored services to direct contact with
our client relations team.

The link building services we provide are driven by cutting-edge
research techniques to discover new sites and ensure our portfolio
rivals and exceeds any other. We specialise in some of the most
obscure niches and geographical regions available.

Atlas SEO offers an entirely customisable content experience. Our
process is designed to ensure speed of service, whilst guaranteeing
quality and value to search engines. Our copy is created by native
writers and editors whose expertise is matched to your industry. We
ensure that the product is accurately localised, and the tone of voice
reflects your brand.

WHAT MAKES US
D I F F E R E N T ?

SERVICES WE OFFER
- Content Creation 

- Blog Management
- Social Media Management

- Link Building

- Video Content Creation

- Online Reputation Management 
- Display Advertising



S E R V I C E S
LINK BUILDING



Building backlinks is an important practice for driving organic
traffic to your website. We can offer a guiding hand regardless of
your level of expertise. From keyword analysis for those finding
their feet, to working on the most complex link building strategy,
we have the tools and experience to meet your needs.

Our flexible link building service gives you the ability to take
advantage of a wide variety of metrics and global markets.

Every site we work with is checked for all of the industry
prevalent metrics:

- Domain Rating (DR)
- Domain Authority (DA)
- Organic Traffic
- Trust Flow
- Citation Flow

Other metrics, such as inbound-outbound ratios, Spam Score and
Page Authority are available on request.

Atlas SEO is a market leader in link building.

Our methods of acquiring the highest value websites have
been refined over 10+ years to create a portfolio numbering in
the tens of thousands, covering 80+ countries and 35+
languages.

Pooling 20+ years of experience in the business, our clients
can choose from a selection of reputable publishers in a wide
array of niches. Whether you are looking for exposure to a
genuine audience, SEO benefits, or a combination of the two,
our service ensures that you can partner with the sites that
best fit your needs.

WHAT WE O F F E R

LINK BUILDING

A complete list of all the territories we offer can be
provided upon request.



S E R V I C E S
CONTENT CREATION



I N C L U D E :

Atlas SEO provides bespoke content creation services to help your
website stand out as an authority within your industry.

Our team includes 200+ writers and editors, each with their own
speciality, covering finance, business, sports, technology,
gambling, travel, social activism and more. Each of our team is
thoroughly vetted and given training to elevate them to our
rigorous internal standards.

With 35+ languages catered for, and regional spelling variation
accounted for, our content is a force to be reckoned with. All of
our content is created by native writers, and then undergoes
editing by native editors, to ensure localisation, grammar, syntax
and spelling are all flawless.

OUR CONTENT SERVICES 

CONTENT CREATION

BLOG MANAGEMENT

TRANSLATIONS

NEWS

WEBSITE CONTENT

PRESS RELEASES PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS

With more than two decades of experience in the industry, our
team is dedicated to quality. We guarantee all of our copy to be
fully unique and keyword rich, giving your SEO campaign the best
possible chance of succeeding. Concerned that your keyword or
content requirements are too specific or complex to outsource? We
handle a huge variety of requirements, and consistently exceed all
expectations.



S E R V I C E S
SOCIAL MEDIA



Social media is no longer optional, it is essential for
establishing your brand and connecting your business with
your audience.

Atlas SEO offers a comprehensive social media management
package encompassing everything your business needs for
visibility and growth. Through organic and paid methods, we
take care of the day-to-day aspects of your social media to
grow and engage your community.

Through an audit, our social media experts take a look at what
channels your audience is using, how they are using them, and
how this compares with competitors to thoroughly assess
which channels you need to focus on.

Whether you need ad-hoc social media help, or a bespoke
social media package - we have something for every business.

SOCIAL MEDIA

SOCIAL MEDIA AUDITS

CONTENT CREATION

SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGY

SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT

I N C L U D E :
OUR SOCIAL MEDIA SERVICES 

Our social media services are run by dedicated experts with over a
decade of experience – allowing for a flexible, disruptive and

responsive campaign.



S E R V I C E S

ONLINE REPUTATION
MANAGEMENT 



Online Reputation Management (ORM) is a form of digital
marketing engineered to remove - or decrease - the visibility of
harmful and toxic content about an individual or business.

A reputation can make or break your business, particularly in
the modern world, when consumers are increasingly likely to
make purchase decisions with the ethics and morality of a
brand in mind.

Atlas SEO replaces negative representation with positive search
results that tell the story you want others to hear. Whether that
be promoting a positive work environment, going the extra mile
to support customers, or demonstrating your commitment to
progressive social attitudes.

Our team has over a decade of experience helping to affirm
positive reputations by creating and promoting a healthy online
presence for companies and individuals.  

Atlas SEO manages your online reputation as an ongoing
reactive ORM campaign that will drive down unfavourable
content in search results. We do this in tandem with a proactive
ORM campaign that emphasises your business’s dedication to
ethical and moral commitments.

ORM

D I F F E R E N T
WHAT MAKES US

Our ORM service emphasises positive brand-building efforts, and
using our hand-picked network of connections, we guarantee
your articles will be seen on reputable sites with genuine organic
traffic.

Where some ORM companies outsource work to other agencies,
Atlas SEO keeps all of your campaign in-house, including content
production. Not only does this keep your campaign streamlined,
but it serves to safeguard all of your most sensitive data.

Using Atlas SEO means no middleman, no inflated costs, and no
miscommunication - your dedicated client relations executive
will reply to all of your queries and questions directly, and keep
you informed of the campaign as you require.



S E R V I C E S
DISPLAY ADVERTISING



Display advertising is a type of online advertising that utilises
imagery and text which aims to direct a targeted audience to a
specific URL.

It is a great addition to other marketing strategies that can help
you to build brand awareness, generate leads, drive conversions,
and outperform your competitors.

Atlas SEO works with a huge and rapidly growing global network
of domains in over 60 GEOs that offer display advertising, ranging
from national news sources to localised websites.

By purchasing banner space on publisher sites, we can promote
your brand and create awareness and recognition while driving
engagement.

Using your brand artwork and material, our publishers accept a
variety of display options, including static images, scripts, and
tags. Each banner will include a link to your brand page or e-
commerce site where your customers will find your products and
services.

The benefits of display advertising include:

- Increasing your engagements, leads and sign-ups
- Building brand awareness through visually appealing displays
- Targeting consumers who are most relevant to your business
- Allowing for re-marketing opportunities
- Easy to track and monitor engagement

We work with you to understand your business goals and
construct an advertising campaign strategy that will give you the
results you want. We make considerations regarding your budget
and GEO targeting to advise you on how best to boost your ROI.

DISPLAY ADVERTISING 



S E R V I C E S
VIDEO CONTENT



VIDEO CONTENT

We use trusted and tested freelance actors and editors to create
a diverse range of video content – from real world
advertisements to online reviews. Every video undergoes a
rigorous scripting process in-house to your desired
specifications, and we actively seek out new actors if we feel
that our current repertoire does not serve you best.

Every actor has access to studio-quality recording equipment to
ensure that your finished product looks and sounds crisp and
crystal clear, up to a fully professional standard.

Video content can be a very complex process, with many more
considerations being needed than with written content. We aim
to simplify that for you, and extrapolate your brief out to make
considerations about:

- Lighting
- Cadence
- Accents
- Nationality
- Diversity

All videos come dynamically subtitled as standard, with no extra
charge. This means that every video is made with accessibility in
mind, boosting both user experience, and your authority with
Google.

D I F F E R E N TWHAT MAKES US

NO MINIMUM ORDERS

ON-DEMAND REVISION

NO EXTERNAL AGENCIES, EVER

DEDICATED PROJECT MANAGER



U S
01603 550005

www.atlasseo.co.uk

info@atlasseo.co.uk

GET IN TOUCH
01603 550005
www.atlasseo.co.uk
info@atlasseo.co.uk

L I F T  Y O U R  I N F L U E N C E  T O D A Y  W I T H


